
 -CONSTITUTION-
Dear all!

“L’ État, c’est moi!” – The State, it 
is I. So exclaimed one great monar-
ch. Who creates the state? The one 
who is brave and who has knowled-

ge. I am brave and I will have 
knowledge. Where are the borders 
of my state? The capital is here, and 

the borders are where you come 
from. The more of you come, the 

bigger my state will be. I invite you 
all to come. You too invite others 

for we are making our state greater. 
All citizens have equal rights, not 
before the law because we will not 
have many laws except the statute. 

Equal rights mean that we all get to 
eat and drink to our heart’s content, 

that we feel at home, walk, rest, 
talk, and that we regulate our rights 

ourselves. Are we going to have a 
ministry and a government? We are, 
of course, and the job competition 
has already commenced. The first 

minister will be the one who spends 
the most days in this area and the 
one who spends the most days in 
this beautiful facility. The second 

minister will be in charge of promo-
ting the state and

ensuring the arrival of as many gue-
sts as possible. I hold the Ministry of 
Treasury. The police? What is it, do 
we need it? In the realm of freedom, 
peace and prosperity, the police are 
not needed. We all are the police. 
Because if there are the official 

police, we have to officially report 
each other. And what if someone 

comes with someone else’s wife? She 
will always be his here, and we will 
not ask anyone whose wife she is, 

unless the right guy appears. These 
are emergencies, and we will not 

anticipate them.

How are we to recognize one ano-
ther in the whole wide world? Let 
our password be Hajdučka Vrlet, 
and the citizenship record book 

will be in this restaurant. Whoever 
wants to, let them enroll, and those 
who do not want shall still remain 
citizens with all their rights. The 
obligations of citizens are limited 

to one thing – to freely declare 
that they are citizens of this state. 
Elections? Let these be extraordi-
nary, and we will have the regular 

ones when everyone declares that we 
need them. Thus, the 

Ruler suggests that on the eve of the 

elections, we all go to our tables and 
have a pleasant refreshment, a good 
drink, and a toast to the President of 
the state and his ministers. We will 
adopt the flag and anthem at the 

first session of the Government. We 
will not allow Paddy Ashdown to 

define our flag and anthem! We are 
of one mind and we know what we 
want. Our politicians should learn 

from us, and maybe relinquish their 
grasp of the whole of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina to us.

Statehood Day will be 5 June, on 
which every year we will summarize 

our achievements and determine 
how far we have come with the 

borders. On Statehood Day, we will 
proclaim the best citizen and the 

best minister. They will also receive 
an award for their work in the state, 

which will consist of a free stay in 
the capital. All proposals should 
be submitted to the Ministry of 

Information, which is located at the 
reception desk of the state court.

Now that we formed the state and 
laid the foundations of the broadest 

democracy, CHEERS!

Vinko Vukoja Lastvić, 
Establishment speech

June 5th 2002 

22. Minister of Businessmen — Franjo 
Širić, 23. Minister of Justice — Boro 
Hrkač, 24. Minister of the Fairer Sex 
— Jure Bošnjak Buvač, 25. Minister of 
Failed Carriers — Mirko Matić Piran, 
26. Minister of Energy — Boća Božić, 
27. Minister of Forestry — Nedo 
Pokrajčić, 28. Minister for Obscurities 
— Dinko Tipurić, 29. Spokesperson 
of the Republic — Petar Buljan, 30. 
Minister of All Customs Offices — 
Dražen Petričušić Zloćo, 31. Minister 
of Meat Products — Igor Kovačević 
Gim, 32. Minister of Haidukdom — 
Mali (Little) Marijan, 33. Minister of 
Female Harvesters — Ivanka Bartulić, 
34. Ambassador to Switzerland 
— Ante Kolobarić, 35. Minister of 
Banking and Hotel Management — 
Stipe Marić, 36. Minister of Ecology 
and Quality — Zvonko Brkić, 37. 
Minister for Unsolved Cases — Veko 
Pavković, 38. Minister for Bachelors 
— Ivan Radoš Kum, 39. Minister of 
Motorcycling Sport — Dragica Đokić, 
40. Minister for Smiles — Antonija 
Barać, 41. Minister for Protection of 
Men from Violent Women — Josip 
Galić, 42. Minister for Provocations 
— Stanko Ivanković Ćato, 43. Consul 
of the HRMT to Slovenia — Đurđa 
Strsoglavec, 44. Minister for Internet 
and Computer Problems — Andreas 
Wilk 45. Consul of the HRMT to 
Switzerland — Marijana Wilk, 46. 
Minister for Protection against 
Abuse of Women — Željka Sabljić, 47. 
Minister for European Integration — 
Vinko Sabljo, 48. Cult of the Republic 
— Fra Franjo Mabić, 49. Minister 
for MANGO — Mila Kovačević, 50. 
Minister for Religious Affairs — Ivan 
Madunić, 51. Minister for Peace and 
Multi-ethnic Cooperation — Zulija 
Jurilj Tatarka, 52. Minister of Aviation 
— Amadeo Mandić, 53. Minister for 
Public Relations — Slavica Galić, 
54. Minister for Artificial Blondes — 
Angela Cvitanović, 55. Minister for 

Fun and Entertainment — Danijela 
Vučina, 56. Minister for Media and 
Radio of the HRMT — Tamara Jazv, 
57. Minister for Management of the 
HRMT — Marija Vukoja Lastvić, 
58. Minister for TV Development 
of the HRMT — Hozo Behudin, 
59. Minister for TV program of 
the HRMT — Martina Krišto, 60. 
Minister for Relations with EU TV — 
Haris Žugor, 61. Minister for Czech 
Television — Ivana Miloševićeva, 
62. Minister for Humanity — Željka 
Ostojić, 63. Minister for Page Wine 
Bearer — Andrija - little Šimić, 
64. Minister for Veterans’ Families 
and Intergenerational Conflicts — 
Ana-Marija Dedić, 65. Minister for 
Disinformation and Internal Idleness 
— Milkica Milojević, 66. Minister 
for Intoxicated and Easy Women — 
Dragan Blagojević, 67. Minister for 
Wine, Prosciutto and Leisure — Goran 
Popović, 68. Minister of Unloading — 
Vlado Kordić, 69. Minister of House 
Painting — Robert Kordić.

The ministers shall perform their 
duties without pay, on a voluntary 
basis, in the general interest of their 
citizens.

Article 18.
The capital of the Republic of Mijat 
Tomić, the center of power and 
the seat of government shall be at 
Hajdučke Vrleti.

Article 19.
The state flag shall consist of a white 
background on which the state coat 
of arms – the checkerboard – shall 
be in red in the upper left corner, 
and the figure of Mijat Tomić shall 
be marked in blue in the middle.

V.
International Relations

Article 20.
International agreements shall be 

concluded and executed by the ruler, 
who shall represent the republic in 

international relations.

Article 21.
Any association with the Balkan 
states and entry into any state 
union with those states is hereby 
prohibited.

Article 22.
The association shall be permitted 
only with the most developed 
countries that have a similar state 
structure as the Haiduk Republic of 
Mijat Tomić.

Article 23.
Due to indubitable overall national 
and state interests, the Republic of 
Mijat Tomić recognizes the Republic 
of Peščenica as a sovereign and 
friendly state, and hereby expresses 
its readiness to sign an interstate 
association agreement with it.

VI
Transitional 

and Final Provisions

Article 24.
This Constitution shall remain 
immutable during the life of the 
Ruler-President, and shall be 
adopted by a majority vote of the 
representatives present.

Article 25.
This Constitution shall enter into 
force on and apply from the day of 
its adoption. Hajdučke Vrleti, on 5 
June 2002.
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I.
historical foundations of the haiduk republic 

Manifesting the centuries-old national identity, and historical events, which was particularly evident in the heroic haiduk 
resistance of Mijat Tomić in the defense against Turkish invasion and the Ottoman Empire, preserving the independence, 

freedom and holy faith of its Croatian nation, - in recent times, not accepting the foreign protectorates, - upon the fact that 
the jurisdiction over this territory is not accepted by any of the three Herzegovinian Cantons: the West, the Neretva and 
the Bosnian; respecting the will of its citizens, and with a view to achieving progress, prosperity, overall freedom and to 

overcoming isolation, these constitutional provisions hereby establish the haiduk, democratic and independent

HAIDUK REPUBLIC OF MIJAT TOMIĆ.

II. 
Basic Provisions

Article 1.
The Haiduk Republic of Mijat Tomić 
shall be a democratic and common 
state of its citizens, and shall belong 
to all benevolent people who live 
therein. It shall be democratic since 
everything shall be decided by the 
Ruler-President of the Republic 
instead by the people, in the interest 
of the people, and it shall be common 
since, apart from its citizens, all 
people who respect and recognize it 
shall belong in this state.

Article 2.
The Haiduk Republic of Mijat Tomić 
shall encompass the sovereignty 
on the territory within its borders 
that run from the line of the highest 
peak of Vran mountain to the small 

Chapel of St. Anthony and all the 
way to the line of the Risovac-
Kedžara crossroads.

Article 3.
In the Haiduk Republic of Mijat 
Tomić, the establishment of political 
parties and any involvement in 
politics shall be prohibited because 
they endanger the legal order and 
human health. Citizens shall have 
no need for this since the Ruler-
President shall decide on their 
behalf, either personally or through 
the ministers.

Article 4.
In the Haiduk Republic of Mijat 
Tomić, no written laws shall exist but 
the customary law shall be applied, 
and those who fail to abide by it 
will be extradited to neighboring 
countries.

Article 5.
The legal order shall be guarded and 
protected by the elite haiduk guard.

Article 6.
The state holidays in the Republic of 
Mijat Tomić are: Statehood Day on 
5 June • Diva Grabovčeva Day (the 
first Sunday after St. Peter’s Day) • 
St. Anthony on 13 June • St. Elijah on 
20 July • Our Lady of the Snows on 
5 August. The state holidays shall be 
work-free for 7 days.

Article 7.
The anthem of the Republic of Mijat 
Tomić shall be the ganga “Sveti Ante 
platit ću ti misu, samo kaži koji naši 
nisu”. (“Saint Anthony, we’ll offer 
you a Mass, just you tell which ones 
aren’t of us”)

Article 8.
In the Republic of Mijat Tomić, 
the Ikavian dialect and the Latin 
alphabet shall be in official use, and 
the citizens may use the language 
they know best, but have to think 
what they are saying.

III.
Fundamental Civil Rights

Article 9.
Citizens may work if they want, and 
what they earn shall best be spent at 
Hajdučke Vrleti.

Article 10.
Citizens shall be exempt from paying 
any and all taxes and levies to the 
state.

Article 11.
Citizens shall not have to be 
educated, but must have a certificate 
that they have completed some 
school.

Article 12.
The Haiduk Republic of Mijat Tomić 
will supply electricity to its citizens 
at its own expense and lay asphalt 
on the main state road.

Article 13.
Citizens shall safeguard and 
preserve the natural attractions and 
the environment in which they live, 
and at least once a year visit the cave 
of Mijat Tomić and pay tribute to 
their great man.

Article 14.
In the Haiduk Republic of Mijat 
Tomić, any money that was honestly 
earned or stolen from thieves and 
tycoons shall be used as a means of 
payment, and those who do not have 
it can by agreement pay in kind.

Article 15.
In the Republic of Mijat Tomić, the 
sexes are not equal, but they are 
different.

IV. 
State Power Structure

Article 16.
The Ruler-President of the Republic 
of Mijat Tomić shall be Mr. Vinko 
Vukoja – Lastvić, the first founder 
of the Republic who, due to his 
merits in the creation of the State 
by passing the Constitution, shall be 
proclaimed President for life.  

Article 17.
The Ruler-President shall appoint 
himself the Government made up of 
these Ministers:

1. Minister of Defense — Mijo 
Filipović, 2. Minister of Foreign 
Affairs — Slavko Rezo Orić, 3. 
Minister of the Interior — Ivan 
Nenadić Nidža, 4. Chief Secretary 
of the State — Ivana Šarić, 5. 
Minister of Economy — Ljubo Ćesić 
Rojs, 6. Minister of Finance — Jozo 
Ivanković Lijanović, 7. Minister of 
Roads — Tomo Marić KTM Brina, 8. 
Minister of Transport — Ivan Polić, 9. 
Minister of Construction — Zdenko 
Katura, 10. Minister of Sports and 
Culture — Zdenko Marić, 11. Minister 
of Education — Stipe Kopilaš, 12. 
Minister of Information — Nada 
Jukić Begić, 13. Minister of Tourism 
— Stanislav Kraljević Matijević, 14. 
Minister of Health — Dr. Radišić, 15. 
Minister of Animal Husbandry —  
Ante Pavković Šišović, 16. Minister of 
Agriculture — Stipe Čolak Kurdelić, 
17. Minister of Telecommunications 
— Vinko Gudelj Sivra, 18. Guardian 
of the State Seal — Mate Perko, 
19. Prefect — Martin Zelenika, 20. 
Minister of Hospitality Industry 
— Ivanka Drmić, 21. Consul in the 
State of Colorado — Petar Brekalo, 


